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Abstract

This report is a part of the Test Information Program (TIP) at Sandia National Laboratories. It is an interim report, written primarily as an instruction and reference document to aid in current work on the project. It addresses some of the issues found in storing and retrieving data from nuclear field tests conducted over the past five decades, primarily instrumentation data recorded from tests at the Nevada Test Site.

First, the TIP data unit for storing and transporting TIP data is described. The data in the TIP data unit is typically recorded in a universal medium such as the portable optical or magnetic disk, or the tape cassette. Each TIP data unit is portable, and is also self-contained in the sense that it includes a set of related test data files, along with complete instructions and software for retrieval of the data by an unknown user, possibly on an unknown platform.

Secondly, we describe the use of current software for compressing and decompressing waveform data, for authenticating and checking for errors in data files, and for processing files to be used on foreign platforms.
Preface

This is a report on the storage and retrieval of nuclear test data, which, since the cessation of testing by the United States, has become an irreplaceable national archive. We are concerned here with some of the details of the Test Information Program (TIP), which has the goal of preserving the test results for future users who will do unknown and unpredictable things with the data, and will, no doubt, insist that the data be reliable.

We wish to acknowledge the source of the test data, which has become a legacy of the thousands of scientists and technicians, at Sandia Labs and elsewhere, who have dedicated their careers to the field test program. We leave the questions of why we expended so much effort to develop and test nuclear weapons, and of whether we are likely to do so again in the near future, as separate issues. We simply note that the cost of the data that we now possess, in terms of lives and dollars, certainly implies that a reasonable amount of effort be expended to preserve it.

Concerning the software described in this report, we also acknowledge with thanks the efforts of others who contributed to the research on waveform compression that led to the development of our present compression and decompression routines. We are especially grateful to Prof. D.M. Etter and Jonathan Haines at the University of Colorado, to Prof. N. Magotra and his students at the University of New Mexico, and to Prof. W.B. Mikhael and his students at the University of Central Florida.

Also, we wish to thank P. L. Nelson and B. C. Bedeaux in the Nevada Operations Department at Sandia Labs for managing and leading the TIP project, as well as J. Pearcey, R. M. Clancy, and T.S. Caldwell for managing and processing the data.
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Introduction

This report is an element of the Sandia Labs Test Information Program (TIP). It has two purposes. The first is to describe in simple and general terms the TIP data unit, which is proposed to be a basic unit in which TIP data is stored and transported from one location to another. The TIP data unit is described in the next section.

The second purpose is to introduce and describe software that we are now using for efficient and reliable storage and retrieval of test waveform data. The software consists of program modules used for compression and decompression of waveform data, as well as program modules for attaching cyclic redundancy checks to compressed data files, and program modules for decoding the redundancy checks, checking for errors, and authenticating the compressed data.

The overall goal is to preserve waveform and other test data which, in the presence of a moratorium on testing, forms an important national archive. Detailed digital instrumentation data is presently available from dozens of underground tests conducted over several decades, with yields ranging from well over a megaton down to very low levels. Future research may pose new questions on effects, vulnerability, and other design aspects -- questions that require a look at the details of these tests. If and when testing is resumed, the present data from large numbers of tests already conducted will form an important basis for comparison with new results.

To achieve this overall goal, we would like to be able to predict a storage medium that will be convenient for future users. Our current candidate for the medium with the greatest viability is the PC-DOS-compatible, compact disk read-only memory (CD-ROM). Currently the CD-ROM is the medium of choice in the entertainment industry. It is sold in computer, music, discount, and even grocery stores, and has made its way into the average American home; hence we believe that personal computers with CD-ROM readers are here to stay for the foreseeable future. Track formats may change, and storage capacities are likely to increase, but the CD-ROM in its basic form should be around for a while.

The correct choice of the storage medium, or even of the PC-DOS platform, is not critical. The data can always be copied to a new platform or to a new medium. What is critical, we believe, is the arrangement of test data into data units that are self-sufficient and self-explanatory -- units that depend as little as possible on specific computing equipment and do not depend at all on software external to the data unit itself. Hence we arrive at the concept described in the next section.
The Data Unit

We do not wish to propose here a detailed, all-purpose data storage format. There is no such thing, and experience has shown that any attempt in this direction leads to immediate revision, followed soon by obsolescence. Instead, we are proposing only a simple and obvious concept which, if followed, will help to keep the test data available to future investigators who do not have access to the original field test personnel, or to expository data other than that in the data unit itself.

Our concept of the data unit is shown in Fig. 1. Its main feature is its stand-alone capability, that is, its independence of any current hardware or software or procedures other than the current platform and operating system. We assume that at least one of the platforms used will be the personal computer (PC) running the well-known and currently standard Disk Operating System (DOS). Thus far, new versions of DOS have always been backward-compatible, and PC-DOS systems exist almost everywhere.

Each data unit must contain one or more ASCII text (ReadMe) files that can be easily read or printed. These files contain all necessary information on the disk contents, history and reliability of the data, descriptions of directory and file structures, instructions for authenticating and decompressing the data, etc. In short, the ReadMe files should contain all the information needed by an uninformed user who wishes to examine the data without outside help. We must assume that the user has no information about the data unit contents, other than the information stored in the data unit itself.

There may be more than one ReadMe file. For example, a short ASCII ReadMe file could give instructions for decompressing a second file which, when decompressed, becomes a second and much longer ASCII text file that provides complete instructions on the data unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CD-ROM, disk, tape cassette, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text (ReadMe) File(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software: Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decompression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Applications (maybe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed and authenticated TIP data files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Contents of the proposed data unit.
As shown in Fig. 1, we are assuming that the data itself is compressed in order to allow a maximum amount of data to fit on the storage unit. We are also assuming that the data is authenticated to ensure the detection of any errors in the stored data. Compression and authentication are discussed in the following sections. In order to be self-sufficient, the data unit must contain all software necessary to authenticate (check for errors) and decompress the data into formatted ASCII files, the latter being described in the ReadMe files. Such software is of course valid only for a given platform, and must be recompiled if the data files are moved to another medium and platform. For example, the authentication and decompression programs could be executable files designed to run under the DOS or Windows operating systems on a PC.

The data unit could also contain special application programs, also in the form of executable files designed to run on the specified platform. These might be files designed to plot the decompressed data files, or to process the decompressed data in some way likely to be useful to a future user of the data.

The data files are compressed and authenticated in order to maximize the use of the storage medium, and to put as much or all of the data together into a single data unit. They must be checked for errors using the authentication software and converted to ASCII files using the decompression software before they become useful.

In summary, with the files just described, the data unit becomes a complete and self-contained volume of data files, complete with all instructions and software necessary for extracting individual waveforms, images, or other data.

Compression of Waveform Data

A typical TIP waveform data file (Fig. 1) consists of a short series of text records that identify the file and its properties, followed by a long series of data records, each containing one or more samples from a digitized waveform. If the text portion of the file is relatively short, we usually copy the text into the data unit file without compression. Then we compress the waveform data and append it to the text, thus creating a complete TIP data file.

To illustrate the current Sandia waveform compression process, an example of a digitized waveform is shown in Fig. 2. Suppose first that the data in this waveform is stored in an

![Figure 2. Portion of a digitized waveform.](image-url)
ASCII data file named WAVEFORM.ASC, and suppose we wish to compress this file. A portion of WAVEFORM.ASC shown in Fig. 3. The file contains initial text lines plus 800 lines of integer samples, ten to a line, for a total of 8000 samples.

Figure 3. Beginning of the WAVEFORM.ASC file containing the data plotted in Fig. 2.

A Fortran program, PROGRAM 1, to compress the data in the WAVEFORM.ASC file is shown in Fig. 4. The code is simple to follow, but a few remarks are helpful. First, the effect of the program is to create the compressed data unit file, WAVEFORM.CMP. The latter consists of text data followed by eight frames, each with $K=1000$ samples. In the do 2 loop, the frames are encoded one by one into an ic vector and then written to the output file. The number of bytes, $N_c$, is written ahead of each frame so the frame can be read by the decompression program described later.

Encoding, that is, compression, is accomplished by the encod6 routine, which is part of the Sandia Fortran compression library, CMPLIB3.FOR. The latter is described elsewhere [1]. It involves waveform compression algorithms developed in a Sandia Labs LDRD project. Here we treat the routines in CMPLIB3 as black boxes, and only illustrate their use in compression and decompression software. The arguments in encod6 are obvious except for the last argument (0), which tells encod6 not to print any messages during execution.

The compressed data unit file, WAVEFORM.CMP, is written in binary form by PROGRAM 1. Thus we have created a platform-dependent data unit, that is, a data unit that must be decompressed on a similar PC platform using MS-DOS. To make the data unit decompressible on a foreign platform, we would need to write WAVEFORM.CMP as a formatted ASCII file. This process is discussed under "Platform Independence".
As a matter of interest, we note that even the short waveform in Fig. 2 can be significantly compressed by the process in Fig. 4. The capability of encod6 to compress the waveform is shown by the following three file sizes:

- **Original**: WAVEFORM.ASC 64,886 bytes
- **Zipped**: WAVEFORM.ZIP 15,971 bytes
- **Encod6**: WAVEFORM.CMP 4,185 bytes

The compression produced by encod6 results in almost a 16:1 reduction of the original ASCII file size, and is also significantly beyond the compression achieved by the zip process in this case. The zip process uses a powerful but general coding technique, whereas encod6 is designed specifically for waveform data. The theory and techniques implemented in encod6 are described in the references [1-3]

**Decompression of Waveform Data**

Decompression of waveform data amounts to reversing the compression process. We begin with a compressed data unit file and produce the corresponding ASCII data file that
can be read or processed by one wishing to use the data. An example of decompression is shown in PROGRAM 2 in Fig. 5, which decompresses WAVEFORM.CMP and produces WAVEFORM.DEC, the latter being the decompressed ASCII file. In this case, PROGRAM 2 exactly reverses the effect of PROGRAM 1 so that WAVEFORM.DEC and WAVEFORM.ASC are identical files.

![Program 2](image)

**Figure 5.** PROGRAM 2 decompresses WAVEFORM.CMP into WAVEFORM.DEC.

In PROGRAM 2 the integer sample and character byte arrays, \(ix\) and \(ic\) respectively, must be dimensioned large enough to accommodate the incoming data. This in itself is one reason the decompression software must be made a part of the data unit, so these dimensions can be set at the time the data is compressed. The \(decod6\) routine is the decoding routine that reverses the effect of \(encod6\) and changes an \(ic\) vector into an \(ix\) vector. The output data is written in ASCII to produce the WAVEFORM.DEC file.

**Authentication**

We currently provide the means for checking the authenticity of TIP data files by using cyclic error detecting codes. The routines used for this purpose are in a library called CRCLIB.FOR. Typically, within each TIP data file, we authenticate separately each compressed data frame having \(K\) data samples. Thus, in PROGRAM 1 for example, we would authenticate the \(ic\) vector after each call to \(encod6\), and then write the authenticated
version of `ic` to unit 2, as shown in Fig. 6.

The purpose of authentication is to provide means for checking to see that the compressed waveform data, when it is read from the data unit, has not been altered. We are providing only for error detection, and not for error correction, because the latter would add too much redundant data to the data unit. Instead of correcting errors, we prefer simply to duplicate the entire data unit many times, and store the duplicates in different places. This procedure not only eliminates the need for error correcting codes, but also takes care of the case in which the physical data unit is damaged or lost.

The authentication routines in CRCLIB.FOR are described in a separate SAND report [4]. Essentially there are two pairs of routines, each for attaching cyclic check bytes when the data unit is written and then checking for errors later, when the data is read. The names of the two pairs of routines are `{encodc, decodc}` and `{encodl, decodl}`. The first pair is used for encoding and decoding a single vector of bytes, and the second pair is used primarily for encoding and decoding a sequence of bytes that is so long that it must be partitioned into a sequence of two or more vectors.

An example of the use of `encodc` to authenticate each successive data frame in PROGRAM 1 is shown in Fig. 6. The arguments passed to `encodc` are `ic`, the byte vector to

```fortran
program 1: compress the waveform.asc file with 8000 samples.
  parameter (k=1000,n=5000)
  integer ix(0:k-1)
  character*l ic(0:n-1)
  character buf*80

  open (1,file='WAVEFORM.ASC',form='formatted')
  open(2,file='WAVEFORM.CMP',form='binary')

  write (2) 3, 8000/k

  if (buf(1:4).ne.'DATA') go to 1

  do 2 j=0,8000/k-1
    read(1,'(i7,lx,i7)') ix
    call encod6(ix,k,n,nc,ic,0)

  call encodc(ic,nc,4,ic(nc))
  write(2) NC, (ic(jj), jj=0,nc-1)
  2 continue

figure 6. Modification of program 1 to produce authenticated waveform data.
```


be authenticated, \( N_c \), the number of bytes in \( ic \), 4, indicating that four check bytes are to be computed, and \( ic(N_c) \), the location in which to begin storing the four check bytes. After \textit{encodc} is executed, \( N_c \) is increased by four to indicate the new length of the \( ic \) vector, which now ends with the four check bytes. Thus, the waveform data is authenticated simply by adding two lines to PROGRAM 1. Since there are four check bytes per frame and eight frames in this case, the authentication process causes the overall size of the WAVEFORM.CMP file to increase by 32 bytes.

An example of the use of \textit{decodc} to decode and check the authenticity of each successive data frame in PROGRAM 2 is shown in Fig. 7. In this case the arguments sent to \textit{decodc} are \( ic \), the stored byte vector, \( Nd \), the number of bytes in \( ic \), 4, the number of check bytes

\begin{verbatim}
C-PROGRAM 2: Decompress the WAVEFORM.CMP file.
parameter(N=5000)
integer ix(0:N-1)
character*1 ic(0:N-1)
character buf*80
C-Open ASCII files. Read Nv=version and Nff=# frames.
open(1,file='WAVEFORM.CHK',form='binary')
open(2,file='WAVEFORM.DEC',form='formatted')
read(1) Nv,Nff
C-Copy the text data to the output file.
1 read(1) Nb,buf(1:Nb)
write(2,'(a)') buf(1:Nb)
if(buf(1:4).ne.'DATA') go to 1
C-Decompress and write the data, one frame at a time.
do 2 j=0,Nff-1
   read(1) Nd, (ic(jj),jj=0,Nd-1)
call decodc(ic,Nd,4,ierror)
   if(ierror.ne.0) stop 'Error detected in decoded data:'
call decod6(ic,N,K,ix,0)
   write(2,'(9(i7.6,lx),i7.6)') (ix(jj),jj=0,K-1)
2 continue
end
\end{verbatim}

**Figure 7.** Modification of PROGRAM 2 to check authenticity of waveform data.

originally appended when \textit{encodc} was executed, and \textit{ierror}, an integer error indicator. If \textit{ierror} is not zero, the program stops and indicates a decoding error. If \textit{ierror} is zero, the program proceeds to call \textit{decod6} as before. We note that \( N_c \), although not used explicitly, is equal to \( Nd-4 \), which is the length of the \( ic \) vector without the four check bytes.

The error detecting capabilities of \textit{encodc} and \textit{decodc} are described in reference [4]. We note here, however, that the capabilities are sufficient for use in the TIP data unit. For example, with four check bytes per frame, if there is a burst of error bits of any length less than 33 anywhere in the frame, the error is detected with probability 1.0. If there is an error
burst longer than 32 bits, the error is detected with probability $1 - 2.3 \cdot 10^{-10}$. Thus, a user can have reasonable confidence in the accuracy of the waveform data.

Platform Independence

A TIP data file is usually written to the data unit as it is in PROGRAM 1, that is, as a sequence of character (byte) records. These records are written in the binary form in PROGRAM 1, thus making the TIP data file and hence the entire data unit platform-dependent. Whenever it is used, the data unit must be processed and decompressed on the same or a similar platform, using a compatible operating system. Once the ASCII file, WAVEFORM.ASC, has been reconstructed, it may of course be used on another platform.

To make the data unit independent of its platform, one must do two things, both of which are risky. First, the TIP data files must be written as formatted files instead of binary files. Secondly, source code for authentication and decompression must be included in the data unit, in order to allow executable files to be compiled on the unknown platform. We will discuss these things in order.

If the TIP data files are written by a Fortran program using the $A$ edit descriptor, each record within a file becomes a sequence of bytes with appropriate terminating bytes. Since the compression routines use all 256 8-bit ASCII combinations, any given record may contain one or more control characters. These may in turn cause the record to be read incorrectly when it is read using the $A$ edit descriptor. To remove this difficulty, a pair of routines named \{expand, shrink\} is included in CRCLIB.FOR. These routines have the effect of expanding a TIP data file to remove certain control characters before the file is written to the data unit, and then shrinking the file back to its original form after the data file has been successfully read from the data unit.

Detailed instructions for using expand and shrink may be found in the CRCLIB listing; however, the routines are easy to use, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Figure 8 is another iteration of PROGRAM 1, this time producing a platform-independent, formatted data file named WAVEFORM.PI. Several lines of the code are altered to produce the formatted file. A second array, icx, is declared to hold the expanded ic vector produced by expand. Also, as shown, all of the output statements are altered to write formatted data. The first argument in the calling sequence to expand is ic, the byte vector to be expanded. The second argument is $Nc+4$, the length of the ic vector after the check bytes have been added by encode. The third and fourth arguments are icx, the output (expanded) vector and its dimension, $N$. The fifth argument is 2, which indicates to expand that the linefeed, char(10), carriage return, char(13), and form feed, char(12), are to be expanded to other codes in the icx vector. The final argument, Ncx, is the length of the icx vector produced by expand.

The removal of the three control bytes (linefeed, carriage return, and form feed) is, as far as we know, sufficient to allow any version of Fortran to read data records containing the icx vectors successfully. Other allowable values of the fifth argument in the expand calling sequence are described in the CRCLIB listing. In the present case, with just the three control bytes removed, the expected expansion factor, that is, $E[Ncx/Nc]$, is 1.016. Thus, the penalty
PROGRAM 1: Compress the WAVEFORM.ASC file with 8000 samples.

```
parameter(K=1000,N=5000)
integer ix(0:K-1)
character*1 ic(0:N-1),icx(0:N-1)
character buf*80

open(1, file='WAVEFORM.ASC', form='formatted')
open(2, file='WAVEFORM.PL', form='formatted')

write(2, '(i1, i15)'), 3, 8000/K

write(2, '((13, a))') length, buf(1:length)
if (buf(1:4) ne. 'DATA') go to 1

write(2, '((15, 5000a1))') Ncx, (icx(jj), jj=0;Ncx-1)
```

Figure 8. Further modification of PROGRAM 1 to produce platform-independent output.

for platform-independence is approximately a 1.6% increase in the storage requirement.

The use of `shrink` to reverse the effect of `expand` is illustrated in Fig. 9, where

PROGRAM 2 is again modified to read the formatted data produced in Figs. 8 and then

shrink each `ic` vector back to its original form before passing it on to be decoded. Note that

`shrink` processes the `ic` vector in place, and does not require a second output vector. The

second vector is not required because shrink is able to collapse the `ic` vector progressively

onto itself as it moves along. The calling sequence for `shrink` is therefore simple. We

specify the input byte vector, `ic`, and its expanded length, `Ncx`, and the routine computes `Nd`,

the length of the shrunken version of `ic` containing the control bytes removed by `expand`.

In addition to formatted data files, platform independence also implies a capability for the

execution of all of the software in Fig. 1 on a foreign platform. Thus, the data unit must

contain source files instead of (or in addition to) execute files for the software, and these

must be capable of being compiled later on the foreign platform. There is some risk involved

in this process, since there is no absolute guarantee that the software will execute as

originally intended. In this respect, we have noted that software written in Fortran-77 is more

likely than ANSI-C software to produce consistent results on different platforms.
c-PROGRAM 2: Decompress the WAVEFORM.CMP file.

parameter(N=5000)
integer ix(0:N-1)
character*1 ic(0:N-1)
character buf*80

c-Open files. Read Nv=version and Nff=# frames.

open(1, file='WAVEFORM.PT', form='formatted')
open(2, file='WAVEFORM.DEC', form='formatted')
read(1, '(I1,15)') Nv, Nff

1 read(1, '(I13,A)') Nb, buf(1:Nb)
write(2, '(a)') buf(1:Nb)
if(buf(1:4).ne.'DATA') go to 1

c-Decompress and write the data, one frame at a time.

2 do j=0,Nff-1
read(1, '(I15,5000A1)') Ncx, (ic(jj), jj=0,Ncx-1)
call shrink(ic,Ncx,Nd)
call decodc(ic,Nd,4,ierror)
if(ierror.ne.0) stop 'Error detected in decoded data.'
call decod6(ic,N,K,ix,0)
write(2, '(9(I7.6,1X),I7.6)') (ix(jj), jj=0,K-1)
2 continue
end

Figure 9. Further modification of PROGRAM 2 to process platform-independent input.

Summary

In this report we have introduced the TIP data unit as a vehicle for the storage and retrieval of nuclear test data. The TIP data unit is not a specific hardware or software configuration. It is instead a simple set of ingredients which, taken together, form a transportable, self-contained storage unit that can be opened and used by someone having no information outside of the data unit itself. The capability of the data unit to operate successfully depends on the quality and integrity of the files within the unit.

Also, we have described current software for compressing and decompressing waveform data, for authenticating and checking for errors in data files, and for processing files to be used on foreign platforms.
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